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DATE

TO

SUBJECT

CITY OF DALLAS

May 3, 2018
Honorable Mayor and Members of the City Council

Pipeline Safety Evaluations of Atmos Energy Conducted by the Texas Railroad
Commission

As requested by the Mayor and City Council at the April 18, 2018 Council Briefing, Atmos
Energy has provided correspondence and documentation received from the Texas Railroad
Commission. These forms are regarding their compliance with safety standards applicable to
the Company’s operations.
The attached documents indicate findings from safety evaluations conducted in accordance with
pipeline safety requirements of the Texas Utilities Code for gas pipeline facilities. Atmos Energy
has provided a cover memo that includes a more detailed description and explanation of the
information attached.

Please contact my office should you have any questions, 214-670-3316.

Respectfully,

Jon Fortune
Assistant City Manager
c:

T.C. Broadnax, City Manager
Larry Casto, City Attorney
Craig D. Kinton, City Auditor
Bilierae Johnson, City Secretary (Interim)
Daniel F. Solis, Administrative Judge
Kimberly Bizor Tolbert, Chief of Staff to the City Manager
Majed A. Al-Ghafry, Assistant City Manager

Jo M. (Jody) Puckett, Assistant City Manager (Interim)
Joey Zapata, Assistant City Manager
M. Elizabeth Reich, Chief Financial Officer
Nadia Chandler Hardy, Chief of Community Services
Raquel Favela, Chief of Economic Development & Neighborhood Services
Theresa O’Donnell, Chief of Resilience
Directors and Assistant Directors
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regulations through its own proactive efforts as well as through its cooperation with the
Commission in ensuring compliance. For example, in Texas Atmos Energy conducts 34% more
leak surveys than the federal rules require and 10% more than Texas’s rules require. In
this way, we can build upon the standards set forth by our regulatory bodies to remain steadfast
in our commitment to the safety of our customers, and the oversight of our regulators
continuously confirms that we are meeting these standards for a safe natural gas transmission and
distribution system.
Implementation of the RCT’s Duties with Respect to Atmos Energy
The RCT executes its duty to enforce the safety standards applicable to Atmos Energy using
several different mechanisms and procedures, one of which is a variety of safety evaluations
conducted continuously throughout each year. From 2011 to 2017, the RCT completed a total of
1,071 comprehensive safety evaluations of Atmos Energy’s natural gas system in its Mid-Tex
Division and Atmos Pipeline Texas (“APT”), all of which included in-person meetings of RCT
officials with Atmos Energy representatives, review of a large volume of documentation, and
field inspections of facilities. To complete these audits, RCT officials are present on Atmos
Energy’s system nearly every week of the year (typically in multiple places) conducting
inspections and identifying and providing the company with notice of any issues found. For
example, as illustrated in Attachment 1, the RCT was present in the Mid-Tex division and/or
APT 45 out of 52 weeks in 2017 (87%) and 13 out of 16 weeks thus far in 2018 (77%).
To attend to the needs of these safety evaluations and to promote the safety of our system, Atmos
Energy has over 225 employees (nearly 14% of our workforce) whose primary role is safety
compliance. These employees spend over 24,000 hours a year working with the RCT in these
efforts. On average across the system, these evaluations take five days and involve two
representatives of the RCT and three Company employees. Within the City of Dallas, these
evaluations take an average of ten days and involve seven RCT representatives and twelve
Company representatives for a total of an average of 1,216 man hours per evaluation.
In recent years, the RCT has been increasing the frequency of its safety evaluations and thus its
scrutiny of Atmos Energy’s success in achieving required safety standards. At the same time,
the number of audits in which the Commission identified compliance issues has decreased, while
the number of evaluations in which no issues were found has increased. The following charts
shows these trends from 2011 through 2017:
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Each evaluation begins with the provision by Atmos Energy of certain required information to
the RCT. Attachment 2 is the protocol promulgated by PHMSA and adapted by the RCT to
include Texas-specific requirements, which illustrates the scope of documents and information
that utilities subject to safety evaluations must be prepared to produce. At the beginning of the
evaluation, Atmos Energy provides the RCT representatives a series of reports generated by our
compliance management system CM Plus, a Company developed and patented system, to
provide the specialized information required by the RCT. For the City of Dallas, this entails
approximately 2,000 to 3,000 pages that are reviewed at the beginning of the Commission’s
evaluation. These reports include information such as the following:
•
•
•
•
•

leak reports containing leaks identified in the area that is being addressed by an
evaluation and the status of the repairs of those leaks;
records showing that the Company has met the requirements of placing odorant at certain
locations on our system;
valve history, which demonstrates that the Company has met the requirement to test
applicable valves at specified intervals to ensure that it has the capability to shut off
natural gas to isolated areas when necessary;
a history of completion of the required periodic inspection of regulator stations;
a history showing that Atmos Energy has inspected and verified its cathodic protection
zones to test the voltage of the current on the system to protect the pipes from corrosion.

After reviewing these reports, the RCT requests more detail on specific topics or locations, at
which time Atmos Energy provides back-up documentation including items such as the actual
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record of leak surveys, inspections, and the records on original projects of the installation of the
particular assets involved. After reviewing the supporting documentation, the RCT
representatives (accompanied by Atmos Energy representatives) conduct their field inspections
and identify any issues that they believe need to be addressed for safety compliance purposes.
These field inspections encompass areas such as materials and design of pipeline components;
customer meters, service regulators, and service lines; corrosion control; odorization equipment;
proper maintenance of facilities and right of way; and compliance with requirements regarding
cast iron and copper facilities. Atmos Energy employees are always onsite with the RCT
officials during these evaluations, and many issues identified by the inspectors are corrected
immediately while the evaluation is being conducted.
After completing their comprehensive review, the RCT representatives forward the Company a
list of any issues identified in the evaluation, which notes the issues corrected during the
inspection and those that still need to be resolved. Within thirty days, Atmos Energy responds
with a description of how the issues have been or will be addressed. After the Company informs
the Commission that the issues have been fully corrected, the RCT representatives schedule
follow-up visits to our system to make sure that the corrective actions taken are sufficient.
Enclosed as Attachments 3, 4, and 5 are the correspondence from the RCT and responses of the
Company for the safety evaluations in Dallas for the years 2015, 2016, and 2017. Over that
three-year period in the City of Dallas, which has 3,450 miles of distribution lines, 100 miles of
transmission lines, and over 226,000 customer meters, the Commission identified a total of only
23 issues, 12 of which were corrected immediately during the field inspection. Atmos Energy
submitted a corrective action plan for all remaining issues within 30 days of the Commission’s
findings, and those issues were corrected either before the plan was submitted or promptly
thereafter pursuant to the schedule submitted in the plan. All 23 issues were minor in that no
penalty was warranted or imposed under the Commission rules.
The RCT also may take a more active role in overseeing Atmos Energy’s corrective action in
emergency situations. For example, during the events in February and March in Northwest
Dallas, the RCT had four to seven representatives onsite at the Company’s Command Center at
all times for several weeks monitoring the actions and progress of the Company.
Benefits to the City of Dallas
As this documentation and information illustrate, the RCT’s practices and procedures thoroughly
enforce the many rules and regulations with which Atmos Energy must comply. The City of
Dallas annually receives the most comprehensive and time-intensive audit of anywhere else
in Atmos Energy’s system across the eight states in which the Company operates.
Additionally, the benefits to our Dallas customers of the RCT’s rigor goes beyond the
Commission’s work in Dallas. Nearly every day of the year, the RCT is present on our system
reviewing the practices and procedures that are common to our entire Mid-Tex division,
including Dallas. The Commission’s role in helping the Company ensure compliance and
improve its practices makes our system safer for our Dallas customers as well. We look forward
to continuing to work with the Commission to promote the safety of our customers as we
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ATTACHMENT 2

Standard Comprehensive Inspection Checklist of Gas Distribution Systems
Unless otherwise noted, for each line item: S – Satisfactory

U – Unsatisfactory

NA – Not Applicable

NC – Not Checked

If an item is marked U, N/A, or N/C, an explanation must be included in the comments section.

Revised: 01/2016

Step 1: CHECK COMPANY CONTACT IN PES
Step 2: Is the company contact a VP or higher?
Step 3: If one or both are incorrect, fill out database change form and attach to PES
If information above differs from PES, a database change is required

Section 1: Programs and Reporting
Plans/ Programs and Procedures
.605

Does the operator have an O&M Plan?

.615

Does the operator have an Emergency Plan?

.805

Does the operator have an Operator Qualification Plan?

192 SubPart P

Does the operator have a Distribution Integrity Management Plan?

TAC 8.206

Does the operator have a TAC 8.206 required Leak Survey Program?

TAC 8.209

Does the operator have a Texas Distribution Facilities Replacement Program?

.614

Does the operator have a Damage Prevention Program?

.616

Does the operator have a Public Awareness Plan?

Parts 199 /40

Does the operator have a Drug & Alcohol Plan?

TAC 8.205/.207

Does the operator have leak grading/repair/complaint Procedures?

Yes No NA

Comment:

Procedure Review Required by PHMSA
PHMSA
Requirement

Review operator's procedures for determining if exposed cast iron pipe was examined for evidence of graphitization and remedial action taken
if necessary.

PHMSA
Requirement

Review operator procedures for surveillance of cast iron pipelines, including appropriate action resulting from tracking circumferential
cracking failures, study of leakage history, or other unusual operating maintenance condition.

PHMSA
Requirement

Review operator emergency response procedures for leaks caused by excavation damage near buildings and determine whether the procedures
adequately address the possibility of multiple leaks and underground migration of gas into nearby buildings.

PHMSA
Requirement

Ask operators to identify any plastic pipe and components that has shown a record of defects/leaks and what those operators are doing to
mitigate the safety concerns

PHMSA
Requirement

Review directional drilling/boring procedures of pipeline operator or its contractor and determine if they include actions to protect their
facilities from the dangers posed by drilling and other trench less technologies.

CLEAN RRC Form 2 Distribution Checklist.xls

Revision Date: 01/15/2016

PHMSA
Requirement

Check to assure the pipeline operator is following its written procedures pertaining to notification of excavation, marking, positive response
and the availability and use of the one call system.

Comment:

Annual Reporting
191.11/
TAC 8.210(b)

Annual Report (PHMSA F 7100.1-1)

TAC 8.51

RRC Form P-5 Organization Report

TAC 8.225

RRC Form PS-81 Plastic Pipe Inventory

TAC 8.201(b)

RRC User Fee, $1.00 x no. of services in system

191.12

Mechanical fitting failure reports (PHMSA F 7100.1-2)

Semi Annual Reporting
TAC 8.210(e)

RRC Form PS-95 - Leak Reporting

Other (As Required) Reporting
191.5/
TAC 8.210(a)(1)

Immediate Notice Reports to NRC.

TAC 8.115

New Construction Report--RRC Form PS-48

191.9/
TAC 8.210(a)(3)

Incident Reporting (PHMSA F 7100.1)

191.23/
TAC 8.210(c)

Safety-Related Conditions

Comment:
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Standard Comprehensive Inspection Checklist of Gas Distribution Systems
Unless otherwise noted, for each line item: S – Satisfactory

U – Unsatisfactory

NA – Not Applicable

NC – Not Checked

If an item is marked U, N/A, or N/C, an explanation must be included in the comments section.

Section 2: Records Review
System Name

SubPart A: General

.13(c)

Each operator shall maintain, modify as appropriate, and follow the plans, procedures, and
programs that it is required to establish under Part 49 CFR 192

.16

Customer notification (Verification – 90 days – and Elements)

Comments:

SubPart E and SubPart F:

.225(b)
.227/.229
.243(b)(2)
.243(f)
.287
.283
.285
Comments:

Welding of Steel in Pipelines
Welding – Procedure
Welding – Welder qualification
Nondestructive testing – Nondestructive testing personnel qualification
Nondestructive testing records (Pipeline Life)
Joining of Materials Other Than by Welding
Joining - Inspector qualifications
Joining - Procedures
Joining - Personnel qualifications

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Welding of Steel and Joining of Materials Other Than by Welding

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

.467(d)

0

.465(e)

0

.465(b)
.465(c)
.465(c)
.465(d)

0

.465(a)

0

.459

0
.491(a)

0

SubPart I: Requirements for Corrosion Control Records

Maps or records showing the location of cathodically protected in service piping.
Maps or records showing the location of cathodic protection facilities (rectifiers/test stations).
Maps or records showing the location of galvanic anodes.
Maps or records showing the location of bonded structures to the cathodic protection system.
Examination of buried pipe when exposed
Annual pipe-to-soil monitoring (1 per yr/15 months) for short sections of main less than 100
feet and separately protected service lines (10% per year; all in 10 years )
Rectifier monitoring (6 per yr/2½ months)
Interference bond monitoring – Critical (6 per yr/2½ months)
Interference bond monitoring – Non-critical (1 per yr/15 months)
Prompt remedial actions
Unprotected pipeline surveys, cathodic protection active corrosion areas (1 per 3 cal yr/39
months)
Electrical isolation (including casings)

.469

Test stations – Record demonstrating sufficient number of test stations exist to determine
adequacy of cathodic protection.

.471(a)

Test lead maintenance – Record demonstrating test leads are electrically conductive

.473(a)

Interference currents – Record of program to minimize detrimental effects of stray currents if
pipeline is subject to them.

.475(a)
.475(b)
.477
.481
.483

Internal corrosion; corrosive gas investigation
Internal corrosion; internal surface inspection; pipe replacement
Internal corrosion control coupon monitoring (2 per yr/7½ months)
Atmospheric corrosion control monitoring (1 per 3 calendar yr/39 months)
Remedial: replaced or repaired pipe; coated and protected; corrosion evaluation and actions

Comments:

SubPart J: Pressure Test Records

.507
.507(a)

Except for service lines and plastic pipelines, each segment of a pipeline that is to be operated at
a hoop stress less than 30% SMYS and at or above 100 psi must be tested in accordance with
the following:
The pipeline operator must use a test procedure that will ensure discovery of all potentially
hazardous leaks in the segment being tested.

.507(b)

If during the test, the segment is stressed to 20% or more of SMYS and natural gas, inert gas,
or air is the test medium:

.507(b)(1)

A leak test must be made at a pressure between 100 psig and the pressure required to
produce a hoop stress of 20% of SMYS; or

.507(b)(2)
.507(c)

The line must be walked to check for leaks will hoop stress is held at 20% SMYS
The pressure must be maintained at or above the test pressure for at least 1 hour.

.509

Except for service lines and plastic pipelines, each segment of a pipeline that is to be operated
below 100 psig must be leak tested in accordance with the following:

.509(a)

The test procedure used must ensure discovery of all potentially hazardous leaks in the
segment being tested.

.509(b)

Each main that is to be operated at less than 1 psig must be tested to at least 10 psig and
each main to be operated at or above 1 psig must be tested to at least 90 psig.

.511(a)

Each segment of service line (other than plastic) must be leak tested in accordance with
this section before being placed into service. If feasible, the service-line connection to the
main must be included in the test; if not feasible, it must be given a leakage test at the
operating pressure when placed in service.

.511(b)

Each segment of a service line (other than plastic) intended to be operated at a pressure of
at least 1 psig but not more than 40 psig must be given a leak test at a pressure of not less
than 50 psig.

.511(c)

Each segment of a service line (other than plastic) intended to be operated at pressures of
more than 40 psig must be tested to at least 90 psig, except that each segment of the steel
service line stressed to 20% or more of SMYS must be tested in accordance with 192.507
of this subpart.

.513(a)

Each segment of plastic pipeline must be tested in accordance with:

.513(b)

The test procedure must insure discovery of all potentially hazardous leaks in the segment
being tested.

.513(c)

The test pressure must be at least 150 percent of the maximum operating pressure or 50
psig, whichever is greater. However, the maximum test pressure may not be more than
three times the pressure determined under 192.121, at a temperature not less than the pipe
temperature during the test.

.513(d)

During the test, the temperature of the thermoplastic material may not be more than 100
deg Fahrenheit or the temperature at which the material’s long-term hydrostatic strength
has been determined under the listed specification, whichever is greater.

.517(a)

Each operator shall make, and retain for the useful life of the pipeline, a record of each test
performed under 192.505 and 192.507. The record must contain the following information:

.517(a)(1)

The operators name, the name of the operator’s employee responsible for making the test,
and the name of any test company used.

.517(a)(2)
.517(a)(3)
.517(a)(4)
.517(a)(5)
.517(a)(6)
.517(a)(7)

Test medium used.
Test pressure.
Test duration.
Pressure recording charts, or other record of pressure readings.
Elevation variations, whenever significant for the particular test.
Leaks and failures noted and their disposition.

.517(b)

Each operator must maintain a record of each test required by 192.509, 192.511, 192.513
for at least 5 years.

Comments:

SubPart K: Uprating

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

NA
Uprating (if applicable) Refer to Attachment-Uprating tab

0

SubPart K

0

If the systems evaluated have not been uprated, select NA, comment below and skip this section.

Comments:

SubPart L: Operations Records

.605(a)
.605(b)(3)
.605(b)(8)
.605(c)(4)
.613
.614
.615(b)(1)
.615(b)(2)
.615(b)(3)

Procedural Manual Review – Operations and maintenance (1 per yr/15 months)
Availability of construction records, maps, operating history to operating personnel
Periodic review of personnel work – effectiveness of normal O&M procedures
Periodic review of personnel work – effectiveness of abnormal operation procedures
Continual Surveillance
Damage Prevention (Miscellaneous)
Location Specific Emergency Plan
Emergency Procedure training, verify effectiveness of training
Employee Emergency activity review, determine if procedures were followed.

.615(c)/
TAC 8.235

Liaison: Appropriate fire, police, and other public officials

.616 (a-f)

Public Awareness Program
API RP 1162 Baseline Recommended Message Deliveries
Stakeholder Audience
Baseline Message Frequency
Resident along the LDC
Annual
LDC Customers
Twice Annual
Emergency Officials
Annual
Public Officials
3 years
Excavators and Contractors
Annual
One-Call Centers
As required of One-Call Center

.616(g)

The program must be conducted in English and any other languages commonly understood by a
significant number of the population in the operator's area.

.616(h)

Effectiveness review of operator’s program.
Operators of a master meter or petroleum gas systems - public awareness messages 2 times
annually:

.616(j)

(1) A description of the purpose and reliability of the pipeline;
(2) An overview of the hazards of the pipeline and prevention measures used;
(3) Information about damage prevention;

(4) How to recognize and respond to a leak; and
(5) How to get additional information.
.617

Failure investigation reports (Note: Also include reported third-party damage and leak response
records. NTSB B.10)

.619/.621/
.623

.619 .621 .623 Maximum allowable operating pressure

.625(a)

A combustible gas in a distribution line must contain a natural odorant or be odorized so that at
a concentration in air of 1/5 of the lower explosive limit, the gas is readily detectable by a
person with a normal sense of smell.
In the concentrations in which it is used, the odorant in combustible gases must comply with the
following:

.625(c)

.625(d)
TAC 8.215
(a-e)
TAC 8.230

(1) The odorant may not be deleterious to persons, materials, or pipe.
(2) The products of combustion from the odorant may not be toxic when breathed nor may
they be corrosive or harmful to those materials to which the products of combustion will be
exposed.
The odorant may not be soluble in water to an extent greater than 2.5 parts to 100 parts by
weight.
Odorization Reports: Injection Rates (if odorized by operator)
Odorization Tests: odorized by operator: nte 15 months at least once each calendar year
Odorization Tests: odorized by supplier--quarterly tests
School Pipe Testing/ 2 years (Documentation)

Comments:

.721(b)(1)
.721(b)(2)
.723(b)(1)
.723(b)(2)
TAC 8.206
.725
.727
.739

Patrolling business district (4 per yr/4½ months)
Patrolling outside business district (2 per yr/7½ months)
Leakage survey – business district (1 per yr/15 months)
Leakage survey – Outside business district (5 years)
Leakage survey – Cathodically unprotected distribution lines (3 years)
Is the operator following its TAC 8.206 required Leak Survey Program.
Tests for reinstating service lines
Abandoned pipelines; underwater facility reports
Pressure limiting and regulating stations (1 per yr/15 months)

.741(a)

Pressure limiting/regulating stations: Telemetering/recording gauges . Each distribution
system supplied by more than one DRS must be equipped with telemetering/recording pressure
gages to indicate gas pressure in the district.

.741(b)

On distribution systems supplied by a single pressure regulating station, the operator shall
determine the necessity of installing telemetering or recording gages in the district, taking into
consideration the number of customers supplied, the operating pressures, the capacity of the
installation, and other operating conditions.

.741(c)

If there are indications of abnormally high- or low-pressure, the regulator and the auxiliary
equipment must be inspected and the necessary measures employed to correct any
unsatisfactory operating conditions.

.743

Pressure limiting and regulator stations – Capacity (1 per yr/15 months)

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

SubPart M: Maintenance Records

Valve maintenance transmission lines (1 per yr/15 months)
Valve maintenance distribution lines (1 per yr/15 months)
Vault maintenance (200 cubic feet)(1 per yr/15 months)
Prevention of accidental ignition (hot work permits)

.745
.747
.749
.751
Comments:

.807(a)(1-5)

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

SubPart N: Qualification of Pipeline Personnel Records

OQ Records. Qualification records shall include:
(1) Identification of qualified individual(s);
(2) Identification of the covered tasks the individual is qualified to perform;
(3) Date(s) of current qualification; and
(4) Qualification method(s).

Comments:

STOP!!!! DID YOU CHECK THE COMPANY CONTACT IN PES???
Is the company contact a VP or higher?
If one or both are incorrect, fill out database change form and attach to PES

Records: Cast Iron

Comments:

Caulked bell and spigot joint repair

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

NA
.755

0

If the systems evaluated do not contain cast iron, select NA, comment below and skip this section

Standard Comprehensive Inspection Checklist of Gas Distribution Systems
Unless otherwise noted, for each line item: S – Satisfactory

U – Unsatisfactory

NA – Not Applicable

NC – Not Checked

If an item is marked U, N/A, or N/C, an explanation must be included in the comments section.

Section 3: Field Inspection
System Name

Field Inspection

Except as provided in paragraph (d) of this section, each valve, fitting, length of pipe, and
other component must be marked-.63(a)

(1) As prescribed in the specification or standard to which it was manufactured, except
that thermoplastic fittings must be marked in accordance with ASTM D2513-87
(2) To indicate size, material, manufacturer, pressure rating, and temperature rating, and
as appropriate, type, grade, and model.

.63(b)

Surfaces of pipe and components that are subject to stress from internal pressure may not be
field die stamped.

.63(c)

If any item is marked by die stamping, the die must have blunt or rounded edges that will
minimize stress concentration

.181(a)

Each high-pressure distribution system must have valves spaced so as to reduce the time to
shut down a section of main in an emergency. The valve spacing is determined by the
operating pressure, the size of the mains, and the local physical conditions.

.181(b)

Each regulator station controlling the flow or pressure of gas in a distribution system must
have a valve installed on the inlet piping at a distance from the regulator station sufficient to
permit the operation of the valve during an emergency that might preclude access to the
station.
Each valve on a main installed for operating or emergency purposes must comply with the
following:

.181(c)

(1) The valve must be placed in a readily accessible location so as to facilitate its
operation in an emergency.
(2) The operating stem or mechanism must be readily accessible.
(3) If the valve is installed in a buried box or enclosure, the box or enclosure must be
installed so as to avoid transmitting external loads to the main.

Comments:

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

SubPart B & D – Materials and Design of Pipeline Components

Field Inspection

.353(a)

Customer Meters and Regulators: Location. Meter and Service Regulator installed in
accessible location and protected from corrosion and other damage

.353(b)

Each Service Regulator installed within a building must be located as near as practical to the
point of service line entrance.

.353(c)

Each meter installed within a building must be located in a ventilated place and not less than
3 ft from any source of ignition/source of heat which might damage the meter.

.353(d)

Where feasible, the upstream regulator in a series must be located outside the building unless
it is located in a separate metering or regulating building.

.355(a)

Customer meters and regulators: Protection from damage. If customer's equipment
might create a vacuum/ back pressure, device must be installed to protect the system.
Service regulator vents and relief vents. Service regulator vents and relief vents must
terminate outdoors, and the outdoor terminal must:

.355(b)

(1) Be rain and insect resistant;
(2) Be located at a place where gas from the vent can escape freely into the atmosphere
and away from any opening into the building; and,
(3) Be protected from damage caused by submergence where flooding may occur.

.355(c)

Pits and vaults. Each pit or vault that houses a customer meter or regulator at a place where
vehicular traffic is anticipated, must be able to support that traffic.

.357(a)

Customer meters and regulators: Installation. Each meter and each regulator must be
installed so as to minimize anticipated stresses upon the connecting piping and the meter.

.357(b)

When close all-thread nipples are used, the wall thickness remaining after the threads are cut
must meet the minimum wall thickness requirements of this part.

.357(c)

Connections made of lead or other easily damaged material may not be used in the
installation of meters or regulators.

.357(d)

Each regulator that might release gas in its operation must be vented to the outside
atmosphere.

.359(a)

Customer meter installations: Operating pressure. A meter may not be used at a
pressure that is more than 67 percent of the manufacturer's shell test pressure.

.359(b)

Each newly installed meter manufactured after November 12, 1970, must have been tested to
a minimum of 10 psig

.359(c)

A rebuilt or repaired tinned steel case meter may not be used at a pressure that is more than
50 percent of the pressure used to test the meter after rebuilding or repairing.

.361(a)

Service Lines: Installation. Each buried service line must be installed with at least 12 in. of
cover in private property and at least 18 in. of cover in streets and roads. However, where an
underground structure prevents installation at those depths, the service line must be able to
withstand any anticipated external load.

.361(b)

Support and backfill. Each service line must be properly supported on undisturbed or wellcompacted soil, and material used for backfill must be free of materials that could damage
the pipe or its coating.

.361(c)

Grading for drainage. Where condensate in the gas might cause interruption in the gas
supply to the customer, the service line must be graded so as to drain into the main or into
drips at the low points in the service line.

.361(d)

Protection against piping strain and external loading. Each service line must be installed so
as to minimize anticipated piping strain and external loading.
Installation of service lines into buildings. Each underground service line installed below
grade through the outer foundation wall of a building must:

.361(e)

(1) In the case of a metal service line, be protected against corrosion;
(2) In the case of a plastic service line, be protected from shearing action and backfill
settlement; and
(3) Be sealed at the foundation wall to prevent leakage into the building.
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SubPart H--Customer Meters, Service Regulators, and Service Lines

Installation of service lines under buildings. Where an underground service line is installed
under a building:
(1) It must be encased in a gas-tight conduit;
.361(f)

(2) The conduit and the service line must, if the service line supplies the building it
underlies, extend into a normally usable and accessible part of the building; and,
(3) The space between the conduit and the service line must be sealed to prevent gas
leakage into the building and, if the conduit is sealed at both ends, a vent line from the
annular space must extend to a point where gas would not be a hazard, and extend above
grade, terminating in a rain and insect resistant fitting.

.361(g)

Locating. Each underground nonmetallic service line that is not encased must have a means
of locating the pipe that complies with §192.321(e).

.363(a)

Service Lines Valve Requirements: Each service line must have a service-line valve
meeting the applicable requirements of Subparts B and D of this part. A valve in a meter
bar, that allows the meter to be bypassed, may not be used as a service-line valve.

.363(b)

A soft seat service line valve may not be used if its ability to control the flow of gas could be
adversely affected by exposure to anticipated heat.

.363(c)

Each service-line valve on a high-pressure service line, installed aboveground or in an area
where the blowing of gas would be hazardous, must be designed and constructed to
minimize the possibility of the removal of the core of the valve with other than specialized
tools.

.365(a)

Service lines: Location of valves. Relation to regulator or meter. Each service-line valve
must be installed upstream of regulator or, if no regulator, upstream of the meter.

.365(b)

Outside valves. Each service line must have a shutoff valve in a readily accessible location
that, if feasible, is outside of the building.

.365(c)

Underground valves. Each underground service-line valve must be located in a covered
durable curb box or standpipe that allows ready operation of the valve and is supported
independently of the service lines.

.367(a)

Service lines: General requirements for connections to main. Location. Each service line
connection to a main must be located at the top of the main or, if not practical, at the side of
the main, unless a suitable protective device is installed to min. the possibility of
dust/moisture being carried from the main to the service line.
Compression-type connection to main. Each compression-type service line to main
connection must:

.367(b)

(1) Be designed and installed to effectively sustain the longitudinal pullout or thrust
forces caused by contraction or expansion of the piping, or by anticipated external or
internal loading; and
(2) If gaskets are used in connecting the service line to the main connection fitting,
have gaskets that are compatible with the kind of gas in the system.

.371

.375(a)

Service lines: Steel. Each steel service line to be operated at less than 100 psig must be
constructed of pipe designed for a minimum of 100 psig.
Service lines: Plastic. Each plastic service line outside a building must be installed below
ground level, except that (1) It may be installed in accordance with 192.321(g) (plastic pipe above ground
temporarily) .; and
(2) A plastic service line may terminate above ground level and outside the building, if-

.375(a)(2)
.375(b)

(i) The above ground level part of the plastic service line is protected against
deterioration and external damage; and
(ii) The plastic service line is not used to support external loads.
Each plastic service line inside a building must be protected against external damage.

.379

New service lines not in use. Each service line that is not placed in service upon completion
of installation must comply with one of the following until the customer is supplied with gas:

.379(a)

The valve that is closed to prevent the flow of gas to the customer must be provided with a
locking device or other means designed to prevent the opening of the valve by persons other
than those authorized by the operator.

.379(b)

A mechanical device or fitting that will prevent the flow of gas must be installed in the
service line or in the meter assembly.

.379(c)

The customer's piping must be physically disconnected from the gas supply and the open
pipe ends sealed.

.381(c)

Excess Flow Valves (EFV): An operator must mark or otherwise identify the presence of an
EFV on the service line.

.381(d)

An operator shall locate an EFV as near as practical to the fitting connecting the service line
to its source of gas supply.

.381(e)

An operator should not install an EFV on a service line where the operator has prior
experience with contaminants in the gas stream, where these contaminants could be expected
to cause the EFV to malfunction or where the EFV would interfere with necessary O&M
activities on the service, such as blowing liquids from the line.

Comments:

Field Inspection

.461(d)

Each external protective coating must be protected from damage resulting from adverse ditch
conditions or damage from supporting blocks.

.463(a)

External corrosion control: Cathodic protection. Each cathodic protection system
required by this subpart must provide a level of cathodic protection that complies with one or
more of the applicable criteria contained in Appendix D of this part.
If amphoteric metals are included in a buried or submerged pipeline containing a metal of
different anodic potential-

.463(b)

(1) The amphoteric metals must be electrically isolated from the remainder of the
pipeline and cathodically protected; or
(2) The entire buried or submerged pipeline must be cathodically protected at a
cathodic potential that meets the requirements of Appendix D of this part for amphoteric
metals.

.463(c)

The amount of cathodic protection must be controlled so as not to damage the protective
coating or the pipe.

.465

External corrosion control: Monitoring. Check Rectifiers to see they are operating

.467(a)

External corrosion control: Electrical isolation. Each buried/submerged pipeline must be
electrically isolated from other underground metallic structures, unless the pipeline and
other structures are electrically interconnected and cathodically protected as a single unit.

.467(b)

One or more insulating devices must be installed where electrical isolation of a portion of a
pipeline is necessary to facilitate the application of corrosion control.

.467(c)

Each pipeline must be electrically isolated from metallic casings that are a part of the
underground system. However, if isolation is not achieved because it is impractical, other
measures must be taken to minimize corrosion of the pipeline inside the casing.

.467(e)

An insulating device may not be installed in an area where a combustible atmosphere is
anticipated unless precautions are taken to prevent arcing.

.467(f)

If pipeline is located in close proximity to electrical transmission tower footings, ground
cables or counterpoise, or in other areas where fault currents or unusual risk of lightning may
be anticipated, it must be provided with protection against damage due to fault currents or
lightning, and protective measures must also be taken at insulating devices.
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SubPart I – Corrosion Control

.469

External corrosion control: Test stations. Each pipeline under cathodic protection
required by this subpart must have sufficient test stations or other contact points for
electrical measurement to determine the adequacy of cathodic protection.

.471(a)

External corrosion control: Test leads. Each test lead wire must be connected to the
pipeline so as to remain mechanically secure and electrically conductive.

.473(a)

External corrosion control: Interference currents. Each operator whose pipeline system
is subjected to stray currents shall have in effect a continuing program to minimize the
detrimental effects of such currents.

.473(b)

Each impressed current type cathodic protection system or galvanic anode system must be
designed and installed so as to minimize any adverse effects on existing adjacent
underground metallic structures.

.475(a)

Internal corrosion control: General. Corrosive gas may not be transported by pipeline,
unless the corrosive effect of the gas on the pipeline has been investigated and steps have
been taken to minimize internal corrosion.

.477

Internal corrosion control: Monitoring. If corrosive gas is being transported, coupons or
other suitable means must be used to determine the effectiveness of the steps taken to
minimize internal corrosion.

.479(a)

Atmospheric corrosion control. Each operator must clean and coat each pipeline/ portion
of pipeline that is exposed to the atmosphere.

.479(b)

Coating material must be suitable for the prevention of atmospheric corrosion.

.487(a)

Remedial Measures. Each segment of generally corroded distribution line pipe with a
remaining wall thickness less than that required for the MAOP of the pipeline, or a
remaining wall thickness less than 30% of the nominal wall thickness, must be replaced.
However, corroded pipe may be repaired by a method that reliable engineering tests and
analyses show can permanently restore the serviceability of the pipe.

.487(b)

Localized corrosion pitting. Each segment of distribution line pipe with localized corrosion
pitting to a degree where leakage might result must be replaced or repaired.

Comments:

Field Inspection

.625(a)

A combustible gas in a distribution line must contain a natural odorant or be odorized so that
at a concentration in air of 1/5 of the lower explosive limit, the gas is readily detectable by a
person with a normal sense of smell.

.625(e)

Equipment for odorization must introduce the odorant without wide variations in the level of
odorant

.629(a)

Purging of pipelines. When a pipeline is being purged of air by use of gas, the gas must be
released into one end of the line in a moderately rapid and continuous flow. If gas cannot be
supplied in sufficient quantity to prevent the formation of a hazardous mixture of gas and air,
a slug of inert gas must be released into the line before the gas.

.629(b)

Purging of pipelines. When a pipeline is being purged of gas by use of air, the air must be
released into one end of the line in a moderately rapid and continuous flow. If air cannot be
supplied in sufficient quantity to prevent the formation of a hazardous mixture of gas and air,
a slug of inert gas must be released into the line before the air.
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SubPart L – Operations

Comments:

Field Inspection

Buried pipelines. Except as provided in paragraph (b) of this section, a line marker must be
placed and maintained as close as practical over each buried main.
.707(a)

(1) At each crossing of a public road and railroad; and
(2) Wherever necessary to identify the location of the main to reduce the possibility of
damage or interference.

.707(c)

Pipelines above ground. Line markers must be placed and maintained along each section of
a main that is located above ground in an area accessible to the public.
Marker warning. The following must be written legibly on a background of sharply
contrasting color on each line marker:

.707(d)

(1) The word "Warning," "Caution," or "Danger" followed by the words "Gas (or name
of gas transported) Pipeline" all of which, except for markers in heavily developed urban
areas, must be in letters at least 1 inch high with ¼ inch stroke.
(2) The name of the operator and telephone number (including area code) where the
operator can be reached at all times.
Pressure limiting stations, relief devices (except rupture discs), and pressure regulating
stations inspected to determine:
(1) In good mechanical condition;

.739(a)

(2) Adequate from the standpoint of capacity and reliability of operation for the service in
which it is employed;
(3) Except as provided in paragraph (b) of this section, set to control or relieve at the
correct pressure consistent with the pressure limits of §192.201(a); and
(4) Properly installed and protected from dirt, liquids, or other conditions that might
prevent proper operation.

.747(b)

Each operator must take prompt remedial action to correct any valve found inoperable,
unless the operator designates an alternative valve.

.749(a)

Each vault housing pressure regulating and pressure limiting equipment, and having a
volumetric internal content of 200 cu. ft or more, must be inspected to determine that it is in
good physical condition and adequately ventilated.

.749(b)

If gas is found in the vault, the equipment in the vault must be inspected for leaks, and any
leaks found must be repaired.

.749(c)

The ventilating equipment must also be inspected to determine that it is functioning
properly.

.749(d)

Each vault cover must be inspected to assure that it does not present a hazard to public
safety.
Each operator shall take steps to minimize the danger of accidental ignition of gas in any
structure or area where the presence of gas constitutes a hazard of fire or explosion,
including the following:

.751

(a) When a hazardous amount of gas is being vented into open air, each potential source
of ignition must be removed from the area and a fire extinguisher must be provided.
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SubPart M – Maintenance

(b) Gas or electric welding or cutting may not be performed on pipe or on pipe
components that contain a combustible mixture of gas and air in the area of work.
(c) Post warning signs, where appropriate.
Comments:

STOP!!!! DID YOU CHECK THE COMPANY CONTACT IN PES???
Is the company contact a VP or higher?
If one or both are incorrect, fill out database change form and attach to PES

Field Inspection
Cast Iron and Copper

.369(a)

Each service line connected to a cast iron or ductile iron main must be connected by a
mechanical clamp, by drilling and tapping the main, or by another method meeting the
requirements of §192.273.

.369(b)

If a threaded tap is being inserted, the requirements of §192.151(b) and (c) must also be met.

.373(a)

Cast or ductile iron pipe less than 6 inches (152 millimeters) in diameter may not be installed
for service lines.

.373(b)

If cast iron pipe or ductile iron pipe is installed for use as a service line, the part of the
service line which extends through the building wall must be of steel pipe.

.373(c)

A cast iron or ductile iron service line may not be installed in unstable soil or under a
building.

.377

Service lines: Copper. Each copper service line installed within a building must be protected
against external damage.

.489(a)

General graphitization. Each segment of cast iron or ductile iron pipe on which general
graphitization is found to a degree where a fracture or any leakage might result, must be
replaced.

.489(b)

Localized graphitization. Each segment of cast iron or ductile iron pipe on which localized
graphitization is found to a degree where any leakage might result, must be replaced or
repaired, or sealed by internal sealing methods adequate to prevent or arrest any leakage.

SubPart I - Requirements for Corrosion Control

SubPart M - Maintenance
Each cast iron caulked bell and spigot joint that is subject to pressures of more than 25 psi
(172kPa) gage must be sealed with:

.753(a)

(1) A mechanical leak clamp; or
(2) A material or device which:
(i) Does not reduce the flexibility of the joint;
(ii) Permanently bonds, either chemically or mechanically, or both, with the bell and
spigot metal surfaces or adjacent pipe metal surfaces; and,
(iii) Seals and bonds in a manner that meets the strength, environmental, and chemical
compatibility requirements of §§192.53 (a) and (b) and 192.143.
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SubPart H - Customer Meters, Service Regulators, and Service Lines

0

If the systems evaluated do not contain cast iron or copper, select NA, comment below and skip this section

.753(b)

Each cast iron caulked bell and spigot joint that is subject to pressures of 25 psig or less and
is exposed for any reason must be sealed by a means other than caulking.
When an operator has knowledge that the support for a segment of a buried cast-iron pipeline
is disturbed:
(a) That segment of the pipeline must be protected, as necessary, against damage during the
disturbance by:

.755

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Vibrations from heavy construction equipment, trains, trucks, buses, or blasting;
Impact forces by vehicles;
Earth movement;
Apparent future excavations near the pipeline; or

(5) Other foreseeable outside forces which may subject that segment of the pipeline to
bending stress.
Comments:

Standard Comprehensive Inspection Checklist of Gas Distribution Systems
Unless otherwise noted, for each line item: S – Satisfactory

U – Unsatisfactory

NA – Not Applicable

NC – Not Checked

If an item is marked U, N/A, or N/C, an explanation must be included in the comments section.

SubPart K: Uprating
System Name

SubPart K: Uprating Records
This attachment should only be used if the operator has performed an uprating.

.553(a)

Pressure increases. Whenever the requirements of this subpart require that an increase in
operating pressure be made in increments, the pressure must be increased gradually, at a rate that
can be controlled, and in accordance with the following:
(1) At the end of each incremental increase, the pressure must be held constant while the entire
segment of the pipeline that is affected is checked for leaks.
(2) Each leak detected must be repaired before a further pressure increase is made, except that
a leak determined not to be potentially hazardous need not be repaired, if it is monitored during
the pressure increase and it does not become potentially hazardous.

.553(b)

Records. Each operator who uprates a segment of pipeline shall retain for the life of the segment
a record of each investigation required by this subpart, of all work performed, and of each
pressure test conducted, in connection with the uprating.

.553(c)

Written plan. Each operator who uprates a segment of pipeline shall establish a written
procedure that will ensure that each applicable requirement of this subpart is complied with.

.553(d)

Limitation on increase in maximum allowable operating pressure. Except as provided in
§192.555 (c), a new maximum allowable operating pressure established under this subpart may
not exceed the maximum that would be allowed under §§ 192.619 and 192.621 for a new
segment of pipeline constructed of the same materials in the same location. However, when
uprating a steel pipeline, if any variable necessary to determine the design pressure under the
design formula (§192.105) is unknown, the MAOP may be increased as provided in
§192.619(a)(1).

.557(a)

Unless the requirements of this section have been met, no person may subject:
(1) A segment of steel pipeline to an operating pressure that will produce a hoop stress less
than 30 percent of SMYS and that is above the previously established maximum allowable
operating pressure; or
(2) A plastic, cast iron, or ductile iron pipeline segment to an operating pressure that is above
the previously established maximum allowable operating pressure.

.557(b)

Before increasing operating pressure above the previously established maximum allowable
operating pressure, the operator shall:
(1) Review the design, operating, and maintenance history of the segment of pipeline;
(2) Make a leakage survey (if it has been more than 1 year since the last survey) and repair any
leaks that are found, except that a leak determined not to be potentially hazardous need not be
repaired, if it is monitored during the pressure increase and it does not become potentially
hazardous;
(3) Make any repairs, replacements, or alterations in the segment of pipeline that are necessary
for safe operation at the increased pressure;

(4) Reinforce or anchor offsets, bends and dead ends in pipe joined by compression couplings
or bell spigot joints to prevent failure of the pipe joint, if the offset, bend, or dead end is
exposed in an excavation;
(5) Isolate the segment of pipeline in which the pressure is to be increased from any adjacent
segment that will continue to be operated at a lower pressure; and,
(6) If the pressure in main or service lines, or both, is to be higher than the pressure delivered
to the customer, install a service regulator on each service line and test each regulator to
determine that it is functioning. Pressure may be increased as necessary to test each regulator,
after a regulator has been installed on each pipeline subject to the increased pressure.

.557(c)

After complying with paragraph (b) of this section, the increase in maximum allowable operating
pressure must be made in increments that are equal to 10 psig or 25% of the total pressure
increase, whichever produces the fewer number of increments. Whenever the requirements of
paragraph (b)(6) of this section apply, there must be at least two approximately equal incremental
increases.

.557(d)

If records for cast iron or ductile iron pipeline facilities are not complete enough to determine
stresses produced by internal pressure, trench loading, rolling loads, beam stresses, and other
bending loads, in evaluating the level of safety of the pipeline when operating at the proposed
increased pressure, the following procedures must be followed:
(1) In estimating the stress, if the original laying conditions cannot be ascertained, the
operator shall assume that cast iron pipe was supported on blocks with tamped backfill and
that ductile iron pipe was laid without blocks with tamped backfill.
(2) Unless the actual maximum cover depth is known, the operator shall measure the actual
cover in at least three places where the cover is most likely to be greatest and shall use the
greatest cover measured.
(3) Unless the actual nominal wall thickness is known, the operator shall determine the
wall thickness by cutting and measuring coupons from at least three separate pipe lengths of
pipeline. The coupons must be cut from pipe lengths in areas where the cover depth is most
likely to be the greatest. The average of all measurements taken must be increased by the
allowance indicated in the following table:
Allowance (inches)
Pipe size
Cast Iron Pipe
Ductile iron Pipe
(inches)
Pit cast pipe
Centrifugally cast pipe
0.075
0.065
3 to 8
0.065
0.08
0.07
10 to 12
0.07
0.08
0.08
14 to 24
0.075
0.09
0.09
30 to 42
0.075
0.09
48
0.08
0.09
0.09
54 to 60

Comments:

ATTACHMENT 3

ATTACHMENT 4

ATTACHMENT 5

STEPHANIE WEIDMAN
PHMSA PROGRAM DIRECTOR

CHRIST[ CRADDICK, CHAmMAN
RYAN SITTON, COMM£SS£0NER
WAYNE CHRISTrAN, COMMISS[ONER

RAILROAD COMMISSION OF TEXAS
OVERSIGHT AND SAFETY DMSION

PIPELINE SAFETY

Received Atmos Energy

June 22, 2017

JUN 2 7 2017

455-21
Mr. Jeffrey S. Knights, Vice President - Technical Servi
ATMOS ENERGY CORP., MID-TEX DMSION
P. 0. Box 223705
Dallas, TX 75222-3705

Technical Services

Re: Pipellne $afety Evaluation
Inspection Package Number: 115347
ATMOS ENERGY/DALLAS
(All corresponde�ce must include the Inspection Package Number)

Dear Mr. Jeffrey S. Knights:
We have received your letter of June 15, 2017, stating that all alleged violations found
during the above-referenced inspection have been corrected. A follow-up visit to your system
will be scheduled in the future to determine if your corrective actions are sufficient.
If you have any questions or need assistance, do not hesitate to contact Austin Headquarters
by email at safety@rrc.texas.gov or by phone at 512-463-7058.
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Stephanie Weidman
PHMSA Program Director
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